But what" asked the Editor, "is it like to
live with?_.You know, tyre life, petrol
consumption etc." Not a foolish question,
when considering a mode of transport. Not
necessarily a relevant question, in modern
bike-buying trends. Are modern bikes 'modes
of transport' first and foremost ? Put it
another way. If the Voyager had handled like
silk, gone like a rocket, returned 100 mpg at
100 mph. and done 20.000 miles per tyre,
but still looked alien, would it have been in
great demand ?
Back to the question. Voyager owners are,
by default, a rare breed. In fact, there are
just five of us. First, however, you must
understand that prototypes are not bought
with the same philosophy as Fireblades or
Triumph triples. There is still development
work to be done, and much enjoyment to be
had from this, and this defined the

philosophy of we first (and probably last) five
Voyager customers. Mere statistics do not
therefore do justice to the phenomenon of
Voyaging, and I will not therefore answer the
editor's question directly in a string of boring
statistics.

GOING PLACES
You go places and do things with a Voyager.
Not least because of the huge boot, which
means you can carry more than just a posing
pouch within the design lines. I've been all
over Europe in mine, without a pannier or
backpack in sight On the other hand, they
have small fuel tanks (about 12 litres), due to
being built just the wrong side of the
outdated plastic fuel tank law - they could
have got s much larger plastic one in the
space available between the frame. Hence
the petrol cans and auxiliary fuel tank in

some Voyager boots.
Voyagers are partial lo overheating and
cooling fluid loss. This is caused partly by
simple expansion and partly by a complex
change in the aerodynamics at around 80 to
100 mph. This results in the temperature
indicator 'reading' the cruising speed. That is,
80 degrees at 80 mph; 90 at 90; 100 at 100.
We are working on this one -as witnessed by
04's boot contents. Anyone have access to a
wind tunnel to help with the air-flow
problems?
Carburettors are a constant source of
discussion with tuners of Reliant engines.
(Ask the F750 boys). Not having space for a 3
ft inlet manifold a la F750, the best we have
So far is a downdraught Weber [32 or 34
ICH). 01 and 05 are suitably equipped, and
Colin and l I swear by them (now: although at
the time the boot sample was taken, he had
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Mileages to date are mixed. 01 was a late
developer, and has only 2.000 miles on the
clock. It does however look stunning in Red

Colin Russells i Voyager 02 in Red Arrows
Red - he comes mot in the boor than
you're ever Ateh/ to in your panniers

the old one along just in case!); bin the
original SU has given 02 some remarkable
consumption figures, Jim quoted nearly 80
mpg on a recent admittedly steady tour of
Ireland. If you thrash it, obviously
consumption suffers, as you cannot
accelerate 680 Ibs of motorcycle for free. But
once up to speed and cruising, the Voyager's
remarkable aerodynamics ensure decent
consumption figures.
All owners, being mature individuals, arc
coy when it comes to the "What'll it do
Mister?" question. All have seen well over
three figures on the clock, bul only 05
exceeds This regularly. This a largely down in
05's taller 'Le Mans' gearing which means
that 100 mph comes up on the instruments
at around 80 mph! All agree that on UK

roads, talk of speeds well into three figures is
academic; but 05 pilots agree the lower
gearing dots make life more exciting while
getting there, even if it cuts the top speed
from 3 theoretical 140 to an attainable 115.
Experience has shown that this Is one charge
well worth doing; because if the standard
low powered, high geared, high weight
Voyager has a fault, it is less than nippy
acceleration. The one exception to the
speedometer comments is Keith Duckworth
on Voyager 03, ihe speedo of which
significantly under-reads. and who recounts
'passing everything' an the Ml at a steady
indicated 80 mph (and I think he means
other vehicles, rather than any intestinail
malfunctions}. Perhaps he and I should swap
speedos.
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Arrows red - as seen at Bristol. Colin hops to
get more miles under his wheels this summer.
02 is well toured, and Jim has been round
mainland Europe, Scandinavia and Ireland:
putting 15.000 miles on the clock, it was
factory-painted red. a slightly deeper shade
than 01. Keith's 03 was in police trim at
purchase, but the transfers have been peeled
off to leave it all white and legal. It has only
2,000 miles on the clock, partly courtesy of
PNB, and partly because Keith has many
other bikes on which to experiment. 04 has
7,500 miles on it. and gets regular usage
from Derbyshire GP David. It is the display
model from 1989 NEC Show, but is not quite
as pretty as 01 now. It does however sport a
red head-piece cowling to liven up the livery.
My Voyager 05 is the most used at 30,000
miles, although half of those were done by
the press, and it has had a cosmetic rebuild
Well wouldn't you after all those pressing
bottoms?

BEST & WORST
All owners are clear why they bought them,
and what the good pomes ire. There are lots
of good engineering reasons why FFs
superior Just look at the aerodynamics of
your average bike - Very slick, but stick a
normal rider on it. and either s/he has to
emulate a monkey or ruins the lines. The
rider is also a proportion of the total
weight, and stickeing all that weight so high
up does alarming things to the whole
caboodle's centre of gravity. Not to mention
weather protection/luggage capacity/crash
protection—sorry to go on. Well, the Famous
Five were sufficiently convinced to try out
the FF alternative, and none of us are selling
yet. even with Reliant engines and Guzzi
gearboxes.
What do we like best? "Fast A-roads.
comfort and the stability at speerl" was the
unanimous reply. Not motorways? "OK for
getting places fast, but not for real
enjoyment." Now doesn't that prove we are
motorcyclists at heart? Keith Duckworth is
complimentary about the effort that went
into the design of the Voyager, and he is in
fact the one person we should listen to in the
automotive innovation area, as he has been
there and done it (Duckworth as in

Cosworth). He thinks it works remarkably
well in handling and general drivabilrty, but
is however fairly sceptical about the ultimate
potential of the components, and for that
reason has not tried to significantly improve
his.

What about the worst aspects? "The weight
and the heal when maneuvering in traffic,
particularly with the high gearing." [With the
Le Mans gearing, 05 is now in fact quite
nice town tool}. Designer Royce Creasey
agrees that all prototypes were way over
design weight, and blames it on overdone
bodywork (not to mention the boot contents)
but admits that each component would
need looking at to see where reduction could
tie achieved. The weight encourages tyre
wear, and tyres do not last much beyond
4,000 to 5,000 miles. Alas, this seems one
area where bikes will never be as long lasting
as cars. (My Enfields reor lasted 20,000, but
maybe that's a special case - Ed.)
05 seems to have been the only one not
stopped by curious coppers. At least not with
me on board. Not that 01 to 04 were doing
anything wrong you understand; just the
ever present W.O.E.I.T.? syndrome. We do like
to convert the heathen, but all have lost
track of the frequency the standard summary
has been trotted out;
"....It's a Voyager...Reliant engine...Guzzi
gearbox and drivc...Royce Creasey.,.Little
Welsh company - SCL.No they only made
five-yes it's a pity...Yes it's very
comfy.theoretically 140 mph...no, crosswinds
are no problem...weight is all low down you
see.,.Passenger?...yes you can...see the seat
slides back...those are the passenger's
footrests...rather a gynaecological position
really...."
Now has all this answered the Editor's
question? Probably not, but it does give me
the excuse for an update in a year's time. GR
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